
eRISE Method Questionnaire (Q4)
With this questionnaire we would like to collect your impressions about the method, that you are assigned to, after the face-to-face collaboration with your group. Please provide your
responses sincerely and spontaneously, since there are no right or wrong answers.

There are 11 questions in this survey

Method Assessment
In this section, we assess your impression about the method, you've assigned to, after using the method in two entire days

1 [token]Participant Token (or fullname or email address) *

Please write your answer here:

 

 Please supply your fullname or email

2 [Method-overall]After using the method, can you grade the overall impression about the method? *

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Overall

Please grade in the scale [1-10]; where 1 is the worst one and 10 is the best one

3 [Method-Impression]After using the method, what do you think about the Method ? *

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

 Very Much Somehow Neither Somehow Very Much
Unsatisfactory Satisfactory
Reliable Unreliable
Difficult to use Easy to use
Usefull Useless
Relaxing Stressfull
Ineffective Effective
Fun Boring
Challenging Simple
Clear Ambiguous
Informative Uninformative

Can you assess your impression about the method on some aspects ? Be aware with the polarity of the adjective. 
Read a pair of adjectives at a time and mark the your opinion.

4 [Method-like]After using the method, rate the level of how you like some aspects of the method and their level of
easy-to-use *

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

 How do you like it?  How easy to use it?

 Like
it the
most

Fairly
like it

Like
it

Like it
if really
needed

Like
it

the
least

Dislike
it

 Very
easy

Fairly
easy Easy

Need
some
extra

efforts

Not
easy
at all

Unable to be
understood/used

Objectives of the method  
The approach of the method  
The level of abstraction (i.e.,
details and technicalities)  

Conceptual modeling framework  
Analysis Technique  
Tool  
Results of the method (i.e.,
security
requirements/recommendations)

 

5 [other]Which the other method do you use to analyze security aspects of an information system where you are
confident the most? *

Please choose only one of the following:

 COBIT

 COSO-ERM

 ITIL

 ISACA-RiskIT

 CORAS

 Secure Tropos



 SI* Method

 Problem Frame

 Problem Domain Ontology

 Other  

Choose a different method from the one that you are assigned during the eRISE 2011

6 [methodvsother]After using your eRISE method for some time, what do you think about your other
method considering your opinion toward the eRISE method that you are signed to?

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

 The other Method  your eRISE Method
 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5
Satisfactory the over all method  
Reliability of the method  
Easiness to use the method  
Usefulness of the method  

Level of stress in using the method  

Effectiveness of the method  
How fun in using the method  
Simplicity in using the method  
Clarity of the method  
Informativeness of the method  

You need to grade [1..5] the other method and the your eRISE method in the above characteristics?



eRISE 2011
This section is a section collecting your impressions and feedbacks for the future eRISE organization

7 [overall]Rate your overall impression on the eRISE 2011 *

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Organization
Format
Contents
The length for learning
The length for applying/practicing
The overall length of the study

 Please grade in the scale [1-10]; where 1 is the worst one and 10 is the best one

8 [like]What are the things that need to be maintained for the future eRISE? *

Please write your answer here:

 

 Please mention at least three things

9 [dislike]What are the things that need to be removed/revised for the future eRISE? *

Please write your answer here:

 

 Please mention at least three things and also the reason

10 [suggest]What are your suggestions for the future eRISE?  *

Please write your answer here:

 

11 [participation]please supply your email address, if you are interested to involve in future studies and research on
developing  secure IT services

Please write your answer here:

 


